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ABSTRACT: 
This paper tries to analyse the role played by literary artists in sustainable 
democracy and political stability in our country, Nigeria. Literature as the 
product of the society exposes both the evils and good deeds of the people in the 
society and try to suggest ways through which the society that produce such 
literature can move forward and prosper. The artists that produce the literature 
are also strong members of the society but they only pin- point the ways they feel 
the society they live is supposed to be for the benefit of all. A part of the paper 
examines the works of Olabimtan and Yemitan respectively to justify its stand and 
then make various suggestions on the way forward. 

INTRODUCTION: 
Democracy may be described as a system of government under which the people exercise the 

governing power either directly or through representatives periodically elected by themselves. Appadorai 
(1968), and Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary (1995:309) also define democracy as a system of 
government by all the people of a country usually through representatives whom they elect, while political 
stability has to do with the state of government or public affairs and the quality of being stable. 
Literary arts is the idea of creativity which can either be in writing or oral form designed at educating, 
enlightening expressing feelings and the desire to find a lasting solution to emotional situations of the 
presenter and the audience at large. 

Literature as a broad subject has attracted many definitions by many scholars, Each defines it from 
its own point of view. For example, Matemilola (1996), citing Gyasi (1973) Ree (1973) as "anything that is written 
or writing which expresses and communicates thoughts, feelings and attitudes towards life". In order not to 
waste time, we shall take the definition given by Junaid (1996) as cited by Matemilola (1996) that literature is 
"the study of the artistic expression and way of life of a people through the medium of language". It is a clear 
assumption that literature is divided into three genres namely; drama, prose and poetry which can be written 
or oral. To many people literature does not go beyond entertainment and excitment to lives but evidence has 
shown that the role played by literary arts especially in the d e v e l o p i n g  c o u n t r i e s  l i k e  N i g e r i a ,  
g o es  b ey o n d  en t e r t a i n m e n t  a n d  d i v e r s i o n  f r o m boredom, amusement for people. Mutiso, 
(1974) observes that writes are socially committed and therefore write with this commitment in mind. This 
shows that literary artists are aware of the happenings in their society and mirror it through their work. 

Premiager (1974) envinces that the concerns of the society prompt artists to embark on their 
works. Therefore literature should be seen as the product of the society. As the concern of this paper centres 
on the roles of Yoruba literary art in achieving sustainable democracy, works of some Yoruba artists will be 
examined vis- a- vis the attainment of sustainable democracy. In the pre- colonial period the Yoruba ovatune 
played a vital role towards enhancing the development of its society. All the evils they felt could hamper the 
progress of their society, be it social, religious, economic cum political vis- a vis arbitrary use of power were 
easily curbed and cautioned. For example, during the era of Oyo kingdom there was a tyrannical and cruel ruler 
in Oyo kingdom, Oba Jayin (King Jayin) who misused his office. One poet was equally aware of it and started 
moving towards his palace the king heard about his coming committed suicide. He knew that it was the truth 
that the poet wanted to escolate that is what prompt the popular saying: 

O' ku' dede" ka' gbewf dakesan Oba Jayin teri gbaso 
As the Masquarade was about to get to Akesan King Jayin committed suicide. 
A nation's literature serves as its lexicon because whatever dream, or anything we may think about 

that society is embedded in her literature culture, custom, language etc. In short, literature serves as a 
custodian of any society. 

YORUBA ARTIST AND DEMOCRACY 
It could be recalled that during the era of colonialism, people were seriously tired of government which did not 
allow full participation of the masses, the entire nation wanted a total freedom from the alian impostors and 
this eventually led to 
the nationalism that produced independence in 1960. Since this country gained her independence genera! 
attempt has been made by'Nigerians to have a just and egalitarian society vis- a- vis, tolerance freedom of 



speech and a democratic society. 
Politics to Barker (1967) is primarily concerned with the purposes which man proposes to himself as 

a moral being, living in association with other moral beings politics is not a doer die affair, it involves a serious 
commitment and self denial on the part of the representatives. As it is rightly said by Appadorai that 
democracy is a system of government under which the people exercise the government power either directly 
or through representatives periodically elected by themselves. Though people keep clamouring for 
democracy, gathering themselves together as a single entity forming parties with the same poetical ideology 
conceived by them all but immediately the mantle of leadership is given to them they forget the instances 
which connived them together. 

According to Appadorai (1968), Political party is an organised group of citizens who hold similar 
political opinions and who work to get control of the government in order that the policies in which they are 
interested may be carried into effect. The true picture of how Nigerians practise democracy can easily be seen 
in Ola bintans's Olaore Afotejye. Orilawe Adigun and Yemitan's Gbobamiy 

In Ola ore Afotejoye, Olabimatan satirizes how intra- party problem or clashes can easily lead to the 
collapse of democracy, Obalowo the party leader is a reknowried politician who knows the tactics of politics, 
Olaore, the party deputy leader is equally a politician who has little knowledge of politics. The party leader, 
Obalowo is well recoginsed by the masses for he tries all his possible best to see that he doesn't betray the trust 
reposed in him by forty members' Obalowo carries out his leadership roles as expected of him and being a 
charismatic leader he is loved by his subjects. He lieutenant is not happy at this claiming that Obalowo is the 
only one reaping the rewards of the labour of both of them. For this he conspires with N. C. N. C. against 
Obalowo. This situation eventually leads to the collapse of the Jontolo and disintergration of people into 
two opposing groups. 

This work is an artistic representation of 1966 power struggle between late chief Awolowo, the 
Premier of the then Western Region and Akintola his Lieutenant (Vice). Things were moving well in the 
region, even among those that held the reins of power, everybody knew his domain. Until when Awolowo 
went to contest for higher post at Federal level on the agreement that if he won, the deputy would take his 
place if otherwise he would come back to his position. He eventually lost and came back but the deputy who 
has established himself would not who allow him on the seat again. This situation led to a serious 
distabilization in which the party (Action Group) got broken into two (Action Group and National Congress for 
Nigeria and Cameroom) The N. N. D. joined the National Congress for N igeria and Cameroom political party 
against the Action Group in the election that followed. This political upheavals created hullabaloo which 
eventually led to Operation Weetie A Situation in which houses of people (Non Action Group members) were 
sprayed with petrol and set ablaze. This political imbroglio led to the emergence of Military rule. For 
democracy to be fully successful, there must be a widespread habit of tolerance and compromise among the 
members of a community with a sense of give and take. We can clearly see that instead of the politicians to 
exercise patience, handle things gently and settle their differences among themselves amicably, they would 
not and the military who at the moment is seriously yearning for power will surely use that excuse to 
overthrow the politicians example of which occured in the year 1966. 

Besides, Olabimtan (1993) Orilawe Adigun also exposes us to the way and manner through which 
our politicians handle things. In the text, there are two outstanding political parties 'Ninalowo and Mototan1 
Ninalowo is party in power they use the national treasury the way they feel without even considering masses 
who voted them in, individuals within the helm of affairs are accumulating wealth at the expense of the 
masses, traditional rulers who are vocal and recognisable also collect their own share without even being 
mindful of the evils, atrocities and damages these people are causing. The same Niwalowo party uses thugs 
during campaigns and other means so as to see that the other party does not exist at all. The President by then 
becomes a figure head, the party Chairman is the Alpha and Omega of the party. Those who fail to abide by 
his decision are locked up in prison to the extent that his actions and personal desires overwhelm those of 
others and these easily shattered the party the masses who vote the party in are no more benefiting from the 
party. It could be recollected that all actions being performed by individuals have to be fully understood by the 
person performing them and the generality of the people. According to Gidden( ) action should be conceived 
as a continuous flow of interventions in the world which are initiated by autonomous agents and the agents 
should be able to explain both to themselves and to others why they act as they do by giving reasons for their 
actions. Thompson, (1989) also regards individuals as the only constituent of the social world and their 
actions and reactions, their reasons, motives and beliefs are the sole ingredient of social explanation, Sadiaku, 
the party Chairman has forgotten that each individual in the society has his own vital and formidable role to 
play. 

To have a sustainable democracy the vast disparities in the distribution of national wealth should be 
progressively reduced and the great accumulation of wealth also lead to an undue influence of money power 
in politics, with 



all its attendant evils, Appadorai( 1968). The above analysis shows that selfishness and mismanagement of 
public fund on the part of-the representatives at the expense of the entire masses make democracy to mean 
another thing which easily call for political brouhah that eventually leads to military intervention in politics. 
The author wants the society to understand that before we can have a meaningful democracy, the politicians on 
their own part have to imbibe the idea of tolerance deifying themselves from the idea of wealth accumulation 
Bryce ( ) also highlight three qualities on which democracy rotates this include: intelligence, self control and 
the conscience; the citizen must be able to understand the interests of the community to override his own will 
to the general will and must discharge his responsibility to the community and be prepared to serve it by 
voting and by choosing the best men. The community on their own part has to give out their maximum 
support to the government, rules and regulations laid down must be strictly adhered to; the idea of criticism 
and formulation of pressure or anti- government would not help the situation at all. Free discussion should be 
given to individuals to express their feeling in line with Helvetius (1967) that "1 destest your opinions but 1 
will contend to the death of your right to utter them". 

Moreover the idea of collecting money on the part of the masses before casting their votes, hinders 
a true democracy. The contestants on their own are ready to end their last kobo to buy the masses over in 
order to win the posts for which they are aspiring. If they eventually win, they make sure that they recover 
all the money they spent during the campaign before anything at all. Yemitan (1972), gives a true picture of 
how people openly demand for’ money before they agree to cast their votes: 

Won so o di Oranyan pe awon gbodo gba owo ki awon to dibo; won so ibo won di oja ti eniyan ndiyele. 
Afi igba to babaBamdelefinairamejobe wonni won to Jawasile. 

They, insisted on collecting money before they would vote; they turned the voter to priced 
commodity. It was when Bamdele's father gave out eight naira that they agreed to vote they all succumb. 
Democracy in its real sense does not involve requesting or giving out money at all because the true 
representatives are Masses' servants and the Community who want to enjoy to their fullest would never 
dream of collecting or taking anything from the aspirants for they too have equal rights to contest for such posts 
Democracies to Appadorai (1968) are "The equal rights of all normal adults to vote and to stand as candidates 
for election: Periodical elections; equal eligibility for executive and judicial office. These are important and 
useful to democracy because they make possible free discussion and the continuous participation of the 
people in the government, not only at the time of the general elections. 

The annulment of 1993 presidential election is as a result of give and take by the contestants and the 
voters it was said among others by the then Head of State, General Babangida during his national broadcast that 
the aspirants are giving out money to buy the voters to their side which go against free democracy. 

THE WAV FOR WARD. 
It is high time the masses know that selling their votes to political aspirants is like mortgaging their 

future and that of the generations to come. 
Individuals nursing political ambition should know and note that honesty is the best policy. They 

should stop cajoling the masses, desist from making promises which they are not ready to fulfill and when 
eventually voted into power, they should know that certain trusts are reposed in them which must not be 
betrayed. And lastly, they should be altruistic, allowing they love of their nation supervised any other love. 
They should place more emphasis on. "We" other than I, having'My neighbour, and I1 in place of the current 
"1 and my neighbour. 

CONCLUSION 
The paper has shown literary arts can be used in achieving sustainable democracy. Literary arts 

being the product of the society should mirror the society itself. Bringing to the fore the mistakes of the past, 
the evil of the present and make a better future. The paper has equally shown now some Yoruba Literary 
artists artistically present the way democracy has been and is being practised in Nigeria that leads to political 
instability. This is essential to make the subsequent government to learn about the failure of the past so as to 
correct the present and have a stable future. 
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